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INTRODUCTION
vital topics in the face of our central government’s
failure to engage them. Does the individual citizen
have the right, or the means, to determine cultural,
social, environmental, etc. parameters in our or other
nations?

Our country and its government are now
threatened by a half dozen major issues all of which
individually have the power to seriously diminish the
quality of life as we know it for our society, and in
combination to reduce it to a level of difficulty we
refuse to recognize and, therefore, may not be able to
endure. Culture is one of these issues.
They have much in common and often overlap in
their origins and consequences, and yet we continue
to ignore the fact that in varying degrees they are
the result of our own action or neglect. Without our
involvement, efforts and choice of direction they would
not now be a cause for concern. “Our” in these matters
can relate to societal or national scope, and sometimes
a combination of both.
Critical areas that we will examine in future
issues will be our national debt, immigration, population,
our environment, religion and economic policy. Key to
our understanding of them is how they have developed,
how they interrelate in many ways and why they have
defied any sensible solution. But even with this
information in hand, a crucial question of our time and
politics must be asked, debated and resolved — In a
democratic republic such as ours how can such vast,
societal questions be put to the public? And, of course,
more importantly, and in reverse form – how can the
American voter best express his/her opinion on these

*

*

*

In 1911 Baron Hardinge, Viceroy of India,
convened a Durbar in Delhi that was personally
attended by King George V and Queen Mary of England.
It was a momentous event for both countries.
The Durbar was the occasion of assembly of
local rulers whose wealth, status, costume, troops and
custom were on full display. King George and Queen
Mary sat for hours beneath a canopy to receive and
review each leader and his special troops. In one of the
week’s defining moments, formations of 50,000 British
and Indian soldiers four miles long paid homage to their
majesties. The Durbar was a “big do”. At the beginning
of the twentieth century, it was intended to emphasize
Britain’s reach and authority and their importance to
India.
And to further symbolize this relationship,
King George announced the construction of a palace to
house the head of British government, the commission

IN THIS ISSUE we discuss our culture, including race and Islam, as a force in our American
Renewal.

OUR NEXT ISSUE will return to our increasingly bitter immigration problem. We will reveal
startling evidence of our government’s illegal activities, including misuse of taxpayer funds, that
is neither acknowledged nor publicized. This will be a “must” read.
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for which was assigned to Edwin L. Lutyens,
England’s most outstanding architect, who
would employ his brilliance and creative
mastery of architectural language to
reflect the status and powers with which
England would maintain its empire in
India.
The Viceroy’s Palace with its
surrounding gardens, office, staff
quarters, maintenance and service
areas was home to about two thousand
employees. Its construction took far
longer than planned because of the
priorities demanded by both World Wars
and the Great Depression. Its effective
lifetime was approximately 16 years from
its completion in 1931 to 1947 when India
chose independence. A dream, a way of
life, an empire, a culture pronounced by
King George V among unrivalled pomp was
terminated by a frail native Indian in a
loin cloth and shawl.
The grandest plan of any culture
can be altered suddenly or gradually by
human intervention. The Viceroy’s Palace,
after Indian independence, became its
Prime Minister’s Palace. George V died in
1936. It is doubtful that he could have
imagined that less than a decade later
England would be without its palace and
its dream.
For our purpose, there are two
important points to be noted. The English
colonial age and effort imposed its culture
firmly and broadly upon India which under
Gandhi, in the aftermath of WWII, just as
firmly and broadly rejected it. Both of
these cultural shifts were the result of
human intervention.
Another example of cultural
change brought on by human intervention
is the Holocaust. The Jewish culture will
never again be the same as it was before
the Holocaust because the pain, loss and
outrage of this event have been so fully
observed, experienced and recorded by
Jewish sensitivity that they cannot be
dislodged.
The course of a culture can be
substantially altered, or even terminated,
by human intervention which is mostly
determined by political leadership. This
realization is necessary to understand
much of the world’s social and political
conflict.
*

*

*



What is culture?
It is an ever changing collection
of beliefs, identities, speech, religion,
politics,
arts,
ethnic
or
racial
characteristics, genetics and other human
attributes that are found in any group of
people, and which the group draws upon,
whether consciously or not, to express
identity and cohesion.
There’s room for both agreement
and argument in this definition, and most
cultures would be able to accept it as
workable, rather than the reason for a
war of survival. In our present century
on planet Earth, however, such acceptance
would be unusual as culture has been
assigned a leading role in the continuing
political Punch and Judy show that in
America dominates our government, media
and electoral system.
This is a relatively recent
development in our, and the world’s,
history. It used to be that cultures could
coexist with politics. Now, they are often
forced to compete. The individual human
being that used to be thought of as a
political unit is now also a cultural unit
possessed of many more dimensions which
can, therefore, be more easily manipulated
and inflamed.
Such efforts depend upon large
numbers and their success has been
greatly encouraged here and elsewhere
by mass media and the UN with their ability
to magnify the voices of specific groups.
This represents a major turnaround for the UN which was conceived
with the idea that it could speak with one
voice for many and now finds its Assembly
having become an arena of combat where
every voice must be heard.
Accordingly, culture wars play out
constantly around the world, easily moving
from one cause, one crisis, to the next.
It has not always been this way. Rather,
until recently, culture troops were held
in reserve in the rear, far from the front
lines, and only put into action to clean up
after the military and the politicians had
moved on. Today culture troops are not
only on the front lines, they are the front
lines and are engaged in hand to hand
battle as lethal as the alternating flow of
WWI German and Allied forces across “noman’s land” to the rhythm and reason of
assured annihilation.

Up until now, the great cultural wars of the
past century were the rise and defeat of Communism
and Fascism in the generations from the end of WWI
thru the Cold War.
Our present wars in the Near East, while not so
clearly labeled, are very much cultural wars evidenced
by the original Neocon premise for democratizing this
troubled area, with the prospect of picking up millions
of barrels of Iraqi oil a welcome add-on.
Imperialism has a way of blurring the differences
between political and cultural wars, but, regardless
of our interpretation, our Iraq and Afghanistan wars
(I/AW) were viewed from their beginnings by Muslims as
an assault upon Islamic culture and the religion at its
center in a way that our multicultural society and its
separation of church and state cannot comprehend.
Islam, the culture, is somewhat of an anomaly
in our 21st century age, and it counts on Islam, the
religion, to supply the missing ingredients. This is not
a recent exchange, however. It has existed for over
a thousand years and cannot be easily dislodged or
broken out for separate arguments. Our failure to
grasp this is extensive.
In most of Islam women dress in black with
only their eyes visible. This is a cultural norm which
Muslims see as threatened by our sexually charged
and freer culture. It is not surprising that Muslims
are willing to fight against invasion by bikini-clad,
blonde, media-pervasive shock troops as well as the
less flamboyant ways of commerce and politics. Both
can decimate Islamic culture.
Muslims also fear, and with good reason in view
of prior experience, that their politics and territory
are also targeted for conversion to more western
models and usage. It’s little wonder that we encounter
such strong resistance. Our military footprint in the
Near East consisting of bases, troops, special forces,
intelligence units and unmanned aircraft continues
to grow, and it is this hostile presence in the Islamic
homeland that has brought about its increasingly
violent response.
It’s really quite simple. Islam does not want to
have its territory, culture, government or commerce
taken over by our western ways and values.
There are all kinds of arguments, pro and con,
which we can throw into the mix, some of which have no
connection to Islam, but which serve our own political
or economic purposes. And while surprise is an emotion
that does not suit us in these circumstances, a good
guide which we failed to use would have been to ask
“What would we do if we were in Islam’s place?”.
The I/AW are culture wars and will necessitate
a long, expensive and turbulent period of resolution
after the fighting has ended. History shows that the
price of empire is always too high. Spiritually and
economically this is true for America’s two current I/
AWs, as, looking ahead, we should recognize that the

conduct and place of rising Islam in our world has the
power, the scale and the emotion to become a dominant
issue of our time.

*

*

*

Our American culture was founded on an
English base, as the early settlers brought with them
a heritage of English law and language while rejecting
monarchical government. And the earliest arrivals,
the Pilgrims who started our process, were members
of a small, but highly disciplined, group intent upon
separating their faith from Rome’s financial corruption
and liturgical excess. Theirs was a way of purification
which led them to be called Puritans, and, as church
leaders in seventeenth century America also served in
public office, church and state were often joined.
These origins are so far behind us that their
significance is more historical than practical now.
Cultures, ours and others, have grown in size and
shape as they attempt to reflect the changes imposed by
language, technology, communications, religion, trade,
politics and conquest.
Culture is a moving mass, always adding
and subtracting, and yet we can cite some general
characteristics of ours that have endured over the
years. We have tended, more often than not, to be
open, patient, independent, gregarious, industrious,
charitable and law abiding. These and other attributes
combine to form a profile that recognizes freedom and
the value of human life.
Would we do, and become, the same again if we
had the choice? The answer is a qualified “yes”. But,
while we may be satisfied with our cultural history
and its consequences, there are others for whom our
profile acts as a challenge, an irritant, a threat or a
target. In these other societies their cultural forces
are mixed or matched in disproportionate ways with
painful consequences so pervasive and enduring that
they have become institutionalized and an accepted
part of their own profile. The tensions of underlying
differences can be released as wars of culture or
terror.
Culture is like some of the other pressing issues
of our time and place in that we create it and it, in turn,
forms us. Our creative force is a collective one, not an
individual effort, but the interaction between its many
individual inputs combines to form a mass identity that
acts upon each and everyone of us.
This is not unlike the economic process ascribed
to “the market” whereby vast numbers of individual
choices combine to set prices and values which then
determine our group characteristic and how we arrange
our economic lives.
As we proceed in this issue and in subsequent



issues, we will note the prevalence of this process —
how individual actions combine in a group result which
then informs our collective and individual identities.

*

*

became stronger than its economic voice. As we moved
west, first to the Mississippi and then beyond, new
states could be added and accepted by Congress only
on a basis of parity. Add one slave, add one free.
The economic basis for the treatment of our
indigenous tribes was much more simple. As our
political conscience grew to embrace independence and
then proceed even further to undertake territorial
expansion, young America looking westward had every
reason to see a gold mine. The only problem to claiming
it was that it belonged to “the Redskins”. This “gold”
took the form of the land, mostly virgin forests and
prairies, which was the dominant form of capital of
the day, as it had been for centuries throughout the
world.
And it was free; that is, nobody owned it. Not
even the “Indians” who had no sense of ownership, but
they would learn and at the knee of a master. Within the
time of approximately a century what they had fished,
hunted, tilled and revered was no longer theirs. It was
gone. It had become part of our “manifest destiny”, the
closing of our frontier, our path to becoming a world
power.
Today, America is undergoing a Latino invasion
predicted to approach as much as 40% of our population
by mid-century. ProLatino groups identify these new
arrivals, mostly from Mexico, as La Raza (the Race) and
view them as inheritors from native Central and South
American societies possessed of superior cultural,
historic and genetic qualities. There are many factors
involved in this recent wave of job seekers, but the
basic underlying cause is again economic.
The Latino migrants want jobs and social
benefits (i.e. education, medical care, food stamps,
welfare support) and get them. Politicians want their
votes and get them. And the corporate sector wants a
continuing supply of cheap labor and gets it. There’s
something here for everybody and it’s called money.
For over two hundred years from the first
seventeenth century Indian Wars on the Atlantic coast to
the closing of our frontier, physical abuse and cruelty
were practiced by both white settlers and natives in a
cycle of retribution that was sometimes interrupted,
but never completely broken. The ultimate cynicism lay
in the repeated breaking of treaties and resettlement
of the Indian tribes to reservations of smaller size and
less suitable land. In the end, by the late nineteenth
century, even the myth of “the great white father in
Washington”, as well as other sacred Indian beliefs,
had been sacrificed to our territorial ambitions and
policy.
Blacks, too, faced physical abuse over an
extended period both during the period of their slavery
and after its abolishment. It was during the latter
that extended well into the twentieth century that, in
spite of federal law, cruelty in the form of lynchings
continued in some of our southern states. This could

*

RACE IN AMERICA
Race has existed as a problem in the US in varying
forms since our early days when African slaves were
imported to plant, tend and pick our southern cotton
crop. In Europe slavery existed, but on a lesser scale.
The difference between the European experience of
African slavery and ours is an important one. In the
European labor force slaves were incidental to the
main supply of peasants who often were born, worked,
died and followed by their offspring on the same estate.
With a seemingly endless supply of low cost labor to
work their vast properties, there was no need for land
owners to buy slaves in great numbers.
An entirely different situation existed here
in our southern states’ agricultural economy based
on cotton. Its cultivation in high heat and humidity
required a special type of labor force in order to work
and survive, and it was found early on that African
slaves were best suited to these conditions. The result
was that slavery provided a subsistence labor force.
Our southern colonies, and later states, of VA,
NC, SC, GA and MD held more political power than their
number might suggest and because of their size and
leadership carried significant influence. Slavery in the
South started as a production (i.e. labor) problem. With
cotton’s increasing popularity it gained acceptance, was
built into the cost structure and became an economic
factor of real importance in our emerging nation.
Its next transformation to political status
followed in short order so that by the early nineteenth
century, when slavery had been declared illegal and
abandoned in Europe, it was so entwined in our social,
economic and political lives that its removal became a
greater threat than its presence.
But our racial problem is not only about blacks.
From their earliest presence our colonists engaged in
countless wars with Native Americans. Unfortunately,
we used many of the same tactics of brutality, deceit
and deprivation with both blacks and the American
“Indians”. We had color-coded names for each, Redskin
and Nigger, designed to denote their inferiority and
our superior status.
Early on, it is clear that the problem of racism
in our country had strong economic origins. The part
played by slaves in our economy was too tempting
economically to limit it to our southern Atlantic
coast states. As the country expanded westward, so
did slavery and in a curious way its political argument



strain.

include castration, hanging, burning alive and tar
& feathering as well as the constant psychological
pressure of a life lived in fear. These methods were
equal to any of those employed by totalitarian states,
and yet took place in America and were employed by
Americans against Americans.
Here, again, the cynicism of our policy is evident.
In defense, it can be argued that the lynching culture
was limited to a particular region. That is true in its
later stage, but before then its practice was wider.
What is most painful is the realization, whether sooner
or later, whether in small or large degree, that the
lynching culture was part of our culture.
Throughout our experience of race in America,
which has been greatly expanded in the past half
century by our altered immigration policies, the
money factor has been a constant whether in the
appropriation of Native American land, the enforced
servitude of our southern cotton/tobacco economy or
the ever increasing social payments of contemporary
immigration. The value, the purpose and the exchange
of money can be regulated by nations and is both an
instrument and product of policy. Powerful as it is, the
full view of race in America reveals another, perhaps
even stronger, element within our culture.

Throughout this process, over long intervals of
time and wide spaces, the act of combination was made
possible by what was shared in common. Encounters
with new or strange groups that lacked common blood,
experience, appearance or sense of identity caused
them to be viewed as “the other”. With life, itself,
often in the balance, this view was not easily changed.
Over the years, as it has been confirmed by the politics
of appropriation and aggression, it has become a
hardwired element in most primitive and developed
cultures of our time. It abounds throughout our
world in politics, religion, literature, art and other
areas of human contact, ready to be called upon to
defend against real or imaginary danger. For whites,
the idea of “the other” is enhanced by races of darker
skin and the Biblical association of darkness with
evil. Remember that for well over a thousand years
of Christianity daily lives were seen as an unending
struggle with the devil who could appear, threaten or
punish at will. He was often referred to as the “prince
of darkness”, usually dressed in black, and inhabited
regions of perpetual dark night. Symbolically, evil and
black have long been joined.

*
*

*

*

*

*

The idea of “the other” as an antagonistic force
goes back to our earliest stage of human, and even
animal, development. Individuals mated and created
families and families then formed into the nomadic
tribes that roamed the earth in search of food, water
and protection from nature’s extremes.
In proceeding from one valley, or river, or plain
to another, they might well be moving into territory
“spoken for” by others. If so, such confrontations
usually resulted in battles. Over the millennia, as
civilization and development spread, the social and
security instincts retained from prior generations led
individuals and tribes to combine into units of greater
efficiency, pleasure and safety.
From their individual and group attitudes and
activities there emerged patterns, or profiles, that
we have come to call culture. At first, these cultures
were only subject to involuntary, mass action, but that
is no longer true. Cultures are subject to external
control by politics or “other means”. Although this
usually takes the form of termination, colonization can
be an incubator, if not a starting point, as with our MA
Pilgrims, Mormons in Utah and Australia’s penal colony.
These all started as products of an existing culture
transferred to an open, undeveloped land inhabited
by a more primitive indigenous culture, and which by
dint of growth and prosperity then attracted others
in numbers sufficient to outnumber the indigenous



Red and black are the defining lenses through
which we must view race in America, and they are badly
in need of correction.
In November, 2010 it was reported that the
Senate had approved $4.6 billion to settle litigation
brought by a coalition of native tribes and a group of
black farmers against our Departments of the Interior
(DOI) for $1.2 billion and Agriculture (DOA) for $3.4
billion.1 These suits involved distinctly different
issues, but they shared a history of many years of trial
— and error!
The Indian tribes’ litigation was the main topic
of one of our previous issues2 and offers a detailed
account of the inept and fraudulent methods of the
DOI. In both the native American and black farmers
cases government bureaucrats determinedly practiced
techniques of obfuscation and delay, “kicking the can”
down the road for their successors to deal with.
This, of course, proved expensive, as extensive
legal expense was incurred. Eventually, the final
awards, reflecting both this added cost and accrued
interest, were swollen far beyond their original
amounts.
For our government, the economic result was
an unnecessary negative, but it pales in comparison to
the failure to convey prompt and deserved “justice”.
As circumstances of fraud and mismanagement by
the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) at the DOI extend
back over a century, any benefits from the recent

settlement will be directed to descendents three or
more generations removed from those who were first
deprived of their property. There is a similar, but not
as lengthy, time gap in the black farmers’ suit.
Looking at both cases, there is the possibility of
racial opportunism present. The DOI and DOA avoided any
meaningful attempt to provide a reasonable settlement
simply because it was within their power (and culture)
to do so. With all the power of government behind
them, they assumed that they could deflect and/or
exhaust the resources of racial minorities and weaken
their efforts to obtain compensation from long past
actions.
And the reverse is that in twenty-first century
America with its increasingly pro-minority attitudes,
they might have influenced the amounts of the awards.
Racial opportunism can work both ways, either in plain
view or behind the scenes. It differs in shape and shade
from racial discrimination and diversity and usually
appears in less than confrontational circumstances
where, nevertheless, personal or public advantage is
to be gained. Visible or not, it is very much a working
part of the machinery of race in America.
In searching for an answer to our racial
problem we are often struck by curiosities and conflicts
that seem to mock our efforts to find its solution.
Assimilation is such a curiosity. It has had different
meanings for different groups, whether ethnic, racial
or national, over our history. It was a joint statement
of immigrants’ aspirations and our policy towards
them during the nineteenth and most of the twentieth
centuries. More recently, it has fallen into disfavor
among many groups who see America as an economically
and politically hospitable place to which to transfer
their native culture and identity.
The more we try to define assimilation, the
more it seems to escape us, as “one size fits all” does
not work for it. Perhaps it’s better to see it now as
no more than an expression of the potential for social,
political and economic acceptance in America.
One key aspect of assimilation, as it is of
culture, is language. Here, this means both learning
English and being able to speak it so that it is easily
understandable to others. In the heyday of our late
nineteenth and early twentieth century immigration
waves this was sometimes accomplished during the
newcomer’s own lifetime and certainly by that of the
next generation.
And yet, there are today outstanding anomalies.
The expanding Latino presence of the past half
century clings to Spanish and its use beyond the first
generation.
Henry Kissinger, who has spent most of his
life in this country, still speaks with an accent so
heavy that comprehension can be difficult. Given his
intellect and that he can arrange his schedule to suit
his own priorities, his inability to advance beyond his
pronounced accent is, perhaps, a matter of will, not

skill.
Similarly, African-Americans have maintained
for many generations their accent and the altered
English spelling and pronunciation forms from which
it derives. This “black English” often results from
a conscious effort not to appear “white” or be like
“whitey”.
In all of these instances, the matter of identity
is evident and below that, perhaps, something deeper
and culturally continuous — the fear of the other.
Looking back over almost four hundred years of
white interaction with Native Americans and the blacks
that we imported, with all the pain that resulted, one
question repeatedly comes to mind. Have these two
experiences, the red and the black, been worth all the
abuse, violence, torture, pain, hardship, agony, etc.
that has accompanied them?
There are no set answers — not for white, not
for blacks and not for the Indian tribes. Indeed, in
each different group elements are present that suggest
there can never be consensus.
The opinion of a black Georgia lynching victim
a hundred years ago is unlikely to be the same as that
of a well paid civil servant working in the Washington
bureaucracy and living in a VA or MD suburb. Just as
different probably would be the verdict of a native
American family forced in winter to walk barefoot behind cavalry horses from WI to OK, when being resettled
by the army to another reservation, as opposed to that
of a contemporary native American descendent employed
and supported by federal payments and housing.
The cruelty and fear directed against blacks
in our Deep South has, thankfully, been ended. But in
much of its place they are now exposed to the random
violence, poverty and terror of the inner city (and now
even suburban) drug cultures. Is this a fair exchange?
Is it a fair question?
Race in America is only a part of our culture. It
poses huge questions because we demand of it impossible
answers to questions of emotion, justice and fairness.
Over the years we have made progress, but we have
been stained by what we have gained. These stains mark
us spiritually and mentally. They mark our souls and
there is much work left to do.

*

*

*

BEYOND RACE



Race is by no means our only cultural lesion,
but it can lay reasonable claim to be our most enduring,
sensitive and contentious wound. It has been with us
and burdened our spirits for so long that it has created
a space and mood of dependency that appeals to both
black and white elements and has the effect of delaying

real solutions.
We have managed, however, in the past half
century to create other ways with the potential to
disturb our society as much as race. One of these is our
recent embrace of drugs — most notably marijuana,
cocaine, “meth”, heroin and other customized forms or
combinations — to provide our lives with illusion, to
make them seem different or better, to alter the reality
of our existence.
Today drug use ranks as one of America’s
largest commercial pursuits. Millions of people of
all ages, in all parts of the country, use drugs with
varying degrees of addiction. Once centered in our
urban poverty centers to numb their anguish and
hopelessness, they are now sold and used throughout
the country.
Our growing use of and addiction to drugs has
been the basis for an extraordinary marketing success.
In schools, in business, in athletics, at home, while
traveling, in almost any circumstance Americans seek
assistance from their pocket pharmacy.
This national “habit” has not been pain free.
It has cost hundreds of thousands of law enforcement
and user lives and many billions of dollars. It has
reached into every corner of academia, government and
commerce. It has placed impossible demands on fragile
relationships and destroyed them, and it sucks money
out of our economy and sends unbelievable amounts of
it to growers, blenders and distributors in places such
as Afghanistan, Italy and Mexico.
In our drug saturated world we are always
buyers in a sellers’ market. And so, we pay, and pay
more, and pay again. We have created a new culture in
the space of just two generations, and it is destroying
us. And yet we continue, urged on by our political
leaders to play our part in what they have termed “the
war on drugs”.
This is a war we can never win. There is too
much money, politics, collusion, corruption and
violence involved on the part of the participants and
there is also, of course, collateral damage to innocent
bystanders. The men and women of our FBI and DEA,
police, customs, Coast Guard and Border Patrol are
brave and committed, but they are overwhelmed and
underpaid.
The Office of National Drug Control Policy
recently reported that “about 21.8 million Americans
or 8.1% of the population age 12 and older reported
using illegal drugs in 2009”3. Within this total are some
mixed individual results. Cocaine use declined while
marijuana, ecstasy and “meth” all showed increases.
The marketing cartels seem skilled in introducing new
products to lure new buyers and create demand.
Our costs are not limited to domestic projects.
We send billions in assistance to Mexico, Colombia and
other Caribbean/Central American countries which
have served as final transfer points for drugs destined
for the USA.

The “war on drugs” poses questions of foreign
policy that are not easy to answer. In Afghanistan,
where the opium crop is a mainstay of the economy, we
used to engage in a policy of eradication which had bad
economic consequences for the local growers. We no
longer destroy the crop, but that policy is not risk
free either, for, if we permit opium production, we will
become part of the process — passive, perhaps, but
still involved. Such a position would favor the actions
of middle men and independent contractors and, as a
result of our authority, if nothing else, we would find
ourselves taking actions and making decisions that
move the market. There is no position of purity here, as
our political and military role in Afghanistan involves
us in everything in that country.
At home, the question of punishment for drug
offenders has not been dealt with effectively. The
“kingpins” that are arrested and charged with multiple
crimes of murder, conspiracy, fraud, tax evasion, theft,
etc. can be given life sentences. But our prisons are
filled with perpetrators of lesser drug crimes. The
cost of incarceration is often more than staying at a
good hotel. This adds another significant cost element
to our “war on drugs” and generally fails to have any
rehabilitative effect. As the drug money is good, the
released prisoner can quickly put his/her former skills
and contacts back to work and return to the old job, or
something very much like it.
Under Sharia law in Muslim countries, violations
can bring amputations of hands or feet. This illustrates
one aspect of the difference between Muslim culture
and ours in the West, but the Muslim penalty serves
two purposes quite well — punishment and economy. It
provides the criminal with a constant reminder of his
crime at no cost to the state.
Mexico’s civil, political and law enforcement
apparatus may not survive the bloodshed and violence
now taking place. Some of this has spread across the
border and created a lawless zone in AZ where we
refuse to take action to protect our own citizens4. We
have allowed the drug culture to degrade our own
culture over a long period and it has become so bad
that we may at last be forced to take effective action.

*

*

*

ISLAM



Religion has been a key cultural component in
many societies. Paradoxically, in single faith societies
it usually acts as a stabilizing force whereas in multifaith circumstances it becomes a source of contention,
then division and often violence.
Lacking any “authorized” religion, following
the dilution of the Puritans’ numbers and message,
the US started its national life free of any religious

constraints and in agreement to extend tolerance to
those who wished to worship here peacefully.
As our early settlers and new arrivals were
western Europeans, the range of their differences
was small, the most notable being between Catholics
and Protestants. But the underlying premise was
huge, and, with our growth, has expanded its reach to
shade or inform multiple parts of our culture. This
has occurred without any serious conflict over the
past two plus centuries because social assimilation
was possible even though difference might be retained
within the new forms of worship.
Enter Islam, and American religion and culture
face an entirely different experience and test of
tolerance. This is because Islam commands adherence
to customs of dress, law, diet, worship and punishment
which preclude any real assimilation.
In addition to these attitudinal differences
Islam has been introduced to the American public by our
government in ways that work against assimilation. As
the result of our Near Eastern military ventures, our
State Department has undertaken to resettle thousands
of Muslims in the US. These are not introduced
gradually into their new communities but are deposited
in hundreds or thousands into towns or cities selected
by the State Department according to criteria it will
not make public.
Bear in mind that these new arrivals come with
their own language, laws, customs, dress, children, diet
and social patterns some of which (i.e., sex, marriage,
divorce, menu, prayer) are quite opposite to ours, and
yet can claim to be protected by our Constitution. It
would be difficult to imagine a course of policy and
action that would be less likely to encourage and
accomplish assimilation.
In the past America has been able to assimilate
its immigrant population in ways, numbers and times
that are no longer possible in our time of rapid
population and technological expansion. But cultural
patterns do not always blend easily even under ideal
circumstances. In 1800 the world’s population was 1
billion; today it is around 7 billion and projected to
reach 9 billion by mid-century. As a result we can
observe the consequences of instant communications
and surging population on the assimilation process.
There is less time and less space than blending
requires, but the crack of the multicultural whip
is heard across the land and we are instructed, like
bears, to dance to its sound.
Like any of our mass religions, Islam has
its pluses and minuses, but since its earliest days it
has preached and practiced an attitude of militant
expansion. In today’s world of ever increasing contact
(both peaceful and armed) Islam’s view of its role
is both narrow and reckless. Admitting that there
are individuals and groups within Islam today whose
values can relate to those of the West, the single

most disturbing reflection upon it is that no leading
Islamic cleric or head of state has come out and
publicly condemned the violence and terror practiced
in its name. Indeed, Islam seems to lack a leader with
sufficient unity and power to address the world, such
as The Pope, The Patriarch of Constantinople, The
Archbishop of Canterbury, etc.
Until there is evidence that there is a voice
for moderate Islam and that it can speak and be heard
without fear of reprisal, the West has every right to
press the question, “Which is the real Islam?” There
is no shortage of Islamic leaders willing to declare
shared interests and/or values with Christian or
other western cultures, but without a condemnation
of violence and terror they speak only words, wellmeaning enough to suggest another lunch, conference
or protocol, but lacking the force around which a
structure of agreement and confidence can be built.
Islam’s differences are not only plainly visible,
but are commanded by its holy text, and so will continue
from one generation to the next. This is a death blow
to assimilation even though the State Dept. may think
and wish otherwise.
Democratic governments must practice a form
of social equation, or they will collapse. This equation
demands that the more difficult a problem becomes,
the more skill must be made available and applied to
its solution. The State Dept., by arbitrarily placing
large numbers of visibly, ethnically, spiritually and
linguistically different Muslims into unsuspecting
communities, shows little awareness of this basic
equation and the role it plays in assimilation.
We must emphasize that we are discussing Islam
primarily in terms of its cultural, not religious, impact
upon the USA. We are concerned with behavior, not
matters of divinity that form personal faith, although
with Islam in the Quran they are often combined.
Historically, Islamic countries have mostly been
poor ones with extreme disparities of wealth which
have encouraged a common anger that expresses itself
in the violence and hatred of jihad against our more
prosperous and sedate western culture and values.
What are the risks that the attempt to assimilate
Islamic culture poses to America?
The first is
mathematical and is clearly definable and measurable.
It is the population problem wrapped in religion. Islam
is a high fertility culture that derives from the Quran’s
command for its faithful to grow and multiply.
With America facing its own population increase
of 100 million before mid-century, the addition of a
new high progeny group with families counting five
or more births would only accelerate and worsen our
situation.
Do the math! Start with one couple having five
offspring and then repeat the process for two more
generations. The future body count from a newly
arrived couple today would come to just under 160



within the lifetimes of the original two. And remember
that this prolific pattern is seen as an article of faith
by most Muslims.
Assimilation is difficult under the best
circumstances and requires the acceptance and
commitment of both the host population and new
arrivals. Islamic culture differs from our own in so
many aspects that general acceptance and commitment
are available in small measure, and then only by
political force and the tedious application of our
judicial process. Eruptions of spontaneous and joyful
welcome are not to be expected.
In dealing with cultures there are always
lesser and larger differences. Most prominent with
Islam is the treatment of women in matters relating to
education, marriage, divorce, the law, wealth and social
status.
Without doubt, the most offensive to our culture
is Islam’s practice of female genital disfigurement — a
form of physical and psychological torture imposed
for no other reason than the accident of gender.
In our country, where we go out of our way
to proclaim and embrace non-discrimination, how
do we make room for such a cruel form of gender
discrimination? It does not stand alone, of course,
but comes with other forms of violence such as honor
killings and beatings attached.
Those who argue for Islamic inclusion are blind
to the difficulties that will be caused by its broad
discrimination against women. They will say that such
things will not happen here, but they are wrong. They
already have and will be claimed to be permitted under
our constitution’s protection.
Another area of massive conflict is that between
our laws and Islam’s Sharia which specifies corporeal
punishments such as stoning, mutilation and amputation.
Admittedly, these are effective in discouraging repeat
crimes, and Islamic prisons (no TV or air conditioning)
enjoy a decidedly lower occupation rate than ours.
Punishments go far beyond the realm of
personal belief. They are codified by legal systems and
require the participation of third party institutions or
individuals to administer them. How do we in America,
or anywhere in western civilization, turn back the clock
to the time when we employed such methods? We have
worked too hard to rid ourselves of their presence to
allow their return whether under the guise of law or
religion. Debate is possible, but these punishments are
carried out by human behavior which our democracy
should not tolerate in spirit or in fact.
Islam is a thorny nettle for our democracy to
grasp even though its acceptance here is argued as proof
of our own values. The problem is that attempting to
blend Islam with our western culture is not a matter of
argument. We are dealing with a form of human behavior
based on religious fervor with neither a history nor a
likelihood of compromise.

The pattern and consequences of Islamic
inclusion are playing out in our full view in Europe. The
pattern has been: gain entry, maintain separate enclaves,
obtain citizenship, multiply and then apply political
pressure by social and physical violence. Europe is
in the second generation stage and already racked by
conflict. It will not be able to withstand the force of
another generation of Muslim aspirations. Those who
believe that Islamic behavior can be peacefully and/or
painlessly grafted onto a tolerant host culture should
pay special attention to the European tragedy now
unfolding. There, the three countries with Europe’s
most tolerant societies — Sweden, England and the
Netherlands — have all been targets of suicide bombers
and/or assassinations.
We can no longer avoid the Muslim effect
on Europe by saying “that’s there and this is here”.
Consequences, especially early ones, are not always
visible to all, but will eventually reveal themselves.
In Europe, following publication in a Danish newspaper
of cartoons containing the image of Muhammad, there
occured bombings and threats against the public
safety.
Here in our country the Yale University Press
recently announced the cancellation of its planned
publication of a book that featured the same cartoons.
Some voices in academia and elsewhere loudly criticized
Yale for bowing to a rather clear potential danger, but
the YUP editor’s action seems justified as an effort to
prevent exposing his employees to violence and perhaps
loss of life in a basically unprotectable environment.
The underlying truth far outweighs the
cancellation of publication. Yale’s freedom of religion
and of the press are basic foundations of our democracy
and in Yale’s case we have sacrificed one to support the
other. This is a “robbing Peter to pay Paul” situation
in which, unfortunately, “Paul” is a foreign faith with
values that oppose ours, and even our democracy that
offers them to others.
Yale’s solution was a parochial one. The larger
issue remains. As much as we may like to believe it, our
democracy in our time does not fit everyone. There
is an image that enjoys some popularity of an admired
America distributing a cornucopia of political, economic
and social benefits to an appreciative world. That it is
not a realistic one is something we should face.
Yale confronted other contradictions.
It
has embarked upon a program to become a “world
university” with satellite facilities around the world.
One is in Bahrein and there are likely to be others in
wholly or predominantly Muslim countries. Money is
an important factor. Another financial connection can
be made to the level of funding, by both grants and
donations, that Yale receives from Muslim individuals,
families and countries.
For approximately its first three hundred years,
Yale’s official seal and identifying image displayed a



been low and new spectrum usage is assigned by sealed
bids.
In the event that this cozy relationship breaks
down, as it does occasionally, the media forces can
call upon any number of their expensive legal teams
to delay and deflect litigation, and to overpower the
less numerous, experienced and skillful FCC staff
attorneys.
The mass broadcast medium of TV, which used
to consist primarily of a few networks, their affiliated
local stations and local independents, has moved far
beyond plain television. It coexists and prospers in a
world of mixed ownership, technology and product. It
engages in tourism, cruises, film production, cable TV,
electronic communications/games, computers, sports
events of all kinds, Broadway theatre and more. And of
this vast mix, which we now know as the entertainment/
media complex, TV has fashioned a financial and cultural
impact on our society unmatched by any other.
It follows in the pattern of other elements of
our culture that we identify in this issue in that it is
something that we have created and developed and which
in turn exerts a formative effect upon our society. Well,
you might say, “What’s wrong with that? It happens all
the time. It’s part of our growth process.”
What’s wrong is that we have abdicated our
responsibility for determining the kind of growth that
is most beneficial to our nation and society as a whole,
and are permitting, under private ownership, practices
that endanger our present and future health, both
social and physical.
The “small screen”, which identifies TV as
different from the “large screen” of movie theatres,
offers an endless editorial menu of sex, smut, profanity
and obsession with body parts and processes in its
pursuit of “humor”.
Sex can be hetero or homo, with animals, single,
couples or more, and show either gender from minors to
seniors. It is raw, raunchy, demeaning and is available
at all times so that children are exposed to it.
In youth programming there is, as we might
expect, something for everyone. For boys there is
continuing physical violence, which includes both
genders, and special effects which show people surviving
destructive acts without injury. The immature mind
translates this invulnerability into other areas of life
such as the law, sports, education, marriage, etc. with
disastrous results.
For young girls, directly and by association, TV
programming emphasizes and holds out the pursuit of
glitz, often for glitz’ sake. Fashion, film, celebrity,
acting, radio/TV — all the things that spell glitz, fame
and fortune to a young girl are presented full-front
and reinforced by a pattern of sexual flamboyance or
innuendo.
For both young genders a level of intellectual
challenge or benefit simply does not exist. And not

book with the words Lux et Veritas written in Hebrew.
In recent years this lettering has been removed in
order, it has been stated, to more fully reflect the
University’s new and expanded international presence.
Was Muslim pressure a factor? Bigness, too, has its
costs.
The problem of how to adjust our democracy
and its values to abuses, conflicts or claims from
around the world is not an easy one, but it must be
recognized and dealt with. We have wrapped ourselves
in our democracy and it has protected us, but we must
care enough to care for it, all of it.
At the end, a nagging question remains. Had
Yale, with its strong ties to Jordan, Saudi Arabia and
Bahrain, sought a Muslim co-publisher, either here or
there, what would the response have been? The answer,
we suspect, would be none. And that would be a lesson
in itself.
*

*

*

THE MEDIA
Over the course of our history there have been
many separate economic circumstances that pointed,
as they developed, in the direction of today’s mass
media. But the concept of mass as we know it today
must start with the popularity of national commercial
radio broadcasts in the 1930s. Radio was able to reach
millions of people without usage payment. It could be
accessed by a flip of a switch and could be listened
to while engaged in another activity. It was free,
convenient and easy to operate.
With television’s addition of a picture, first in
B&W and then in color, and with the postwar population
surging, marketers found immediate and intense ways to
motivate purchases. This made a win-win-win situation
for consumers, advertisers and media, and the money
flow between them grew richer and richer.
Like other aspects of our culture, we have
created our mass media and are responsible for its
many failures. In the first place, prior to broadcasting
technology, our most successful media forms were print
media’s newspapers and magazines which were privately
owned and distributed.
With broadcast, distribution is accomplished
through public airspace owned by the people which,
in one of its most outrageous bows in the direction
of capitalism, government licenses to private owners
without exercising any meaningful control over how
this public airspace is used.
We do have a federal agency, the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) designed to monitor
programming and represent the public interest, but
it is no match for the immense financial and political
power wielded by the commercial sector’s licensees. No
license has ever been suspended, fees have historically
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for their bodies either, as the actors in TV sitcoms are
often as obese as their audiences. With young viewers
devoting hours of their days to TV, it is not surprising
that our national health has been seriously impacted
by both obesity and a sharp rise in diabetes.
At the beginning of our broadcast era, the
private sector took a firm position that any control
by government of programming was a move towards
socialism and an abandonment of our capitalistic
free market system. Government acquiesced and the
results are all around us, but it is our children’s and
grandchildren’s lives that are most threatened and
that cry out for help that is not coming.
The industry’s filth mills and their producers
now make the argument that they are entitled under
the Constitution’s First Amendment to determine the
content of their shows without interference and to
have these shows seen by any and all viewers at any
time. And, of course, they look forward to litigating
the matter.
Whether our judiciary will accept their
argument, if it is presented in court, cannot now be
known, but those who seek to clean and elevate the
messages carried by our air waves have no reason to
draw encouragement from past decisions.
This subject heavily involves personal taste,
offense and opinion which may not make a strong enough
argument to challenge constitutional protection. A
better approach might be to cite the psychological,
physical and behavioral damage to children that
continues to gain support in medical and educational
opinions.
The media/money and the juvenile health/
development forces show no signs of being able to
accomplish some reasonable truce or compromise, and
it is highly likely that they will have their ultimate
confrontation before the Supreme Court.
*

*

milder, more academic view of multiple cultures rather
than the militant political form used to attack our
system and roil our politics.
American democracy is a difficult system to make
work. It was difficult enough for our founding fathers
and even more so now. The reason for this is that time,
technology, wealth and population have combined to
make government more complex and especially so in the
areas that fulfill its social contract with the people
such as liberty, fairness, equality, justice. Government
today is asked to define and distribute benefits of all
shapes and sizes that our founders could not imagine,
let alone foresee.
We have been highly critical of many areas of
government functions, and this is one. It is not just
that government has failed the social contract, but
that in doing so it has put the process out for bids. For
sale — cash only — results guaranteed!
Political multiculturalism derives from
political correctness first identified and mentioned
in a speech by Lenin in 1921. Its use in America and
elsewhere is designed to celebrate the cultures and
politics of minorities and to gain separate political
treatment for them based on their ethnic, racial or
national origins.
Democracy is unwieldy at best and our slogan
of E Pluribus Unum (from the many, one) has long
been challenged and has proved difficult to achieve.
Multiculturalism seems to offer only “from the many,
many more” and little chance of national success, but it
is not the nation’s interest with which multiculturalism
is concerned.
Quite to the contrary, multiculturalism slices
and dices our population into smaller, not larger,
interests. It appeals to them on an emotional basis tied
to their minority status. It is able to exploit their anger
and resentment and to focus these hostile emotions
upon our form of government and way of life. While
multiculturalism claims to be a unifying force, it is in
reality exactly the opposite — creating, identifying
and agitating as many groups as possible for which it
claims to be able to provide illusory political benefits
and representation beyond the minority level.
Multiculturalism should be seen for what it
is. It is a deceptive, violent and disguised method for
accomplishing political and social change. It targets
our political system with money, lies and protests
that sometimes turn violent. Its aim is to destabilize
government by serving special group interests opposed
to our national interest. Beyond the collapse of our
political system it seeks the destruction of our country
and the whole structure of western civilization and
its values, and their replacement by non-democratic
elites.

*

MULTICULTURALISM
Of all the forces that threaten American
culture today none is more serious or insidious than
multiculturalism. There are several reasons for this
status, the first being that it carries a false label which
suggests a generally benign process of acceptance of
multiple cultures. This is a clever disguise behind which
the militant multiculturalists engage in an entirely
different agenda as, rather than using different
cultures to provide common points of reference, they
combine them for an orchestrated assault upon our
western culture in general and especially its American
version.
There are, spread throughout our contemporary
society, those who are genuinely interested in the

*
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*

Cultures exist in a state of flux in which
elements are constantly added and removed. And yet,
somehow, they are able to form a core which takes shape
and becomes an identity. England has its pageantry and
law, France its food and language, Germany its music
and science, Italy its opera and architecture.
To date, a much younger America with less of a
cultural history is mostly known for its economic and
political systems. This is a dangerous inheritance, for
in politics you have to prove yourself every day and be
accountable in the court of public opinion to both your
fellow citizens and your neighbors.
The contest for wealth and power which
underlies so much of our American life and culture
has confused our national identity, as it often does our
policies. Regarding immigration and cultures other
than our own, our historical message of generosity,
welcome and equality has been abused and turned against
us by opposing interests such as multiculturalism.
These groups view America as a limitless receptacle to
care for the world’s social and economic problems by
absorbing its disadvantaged populations.
In this process, any refugees or immigrants who
find their way here by any method, legal or illegal,
are deemed to have “rights” that transcend all other
considerations. To transform these disadvantaged
without hope in their homelands to people of economic
and political status in America many linguistic
deceptions have been put to their purposes at the
expense of ours.
Normally, such a process would not be a
successful one, but our government is so laced through
with corruption, opportunism and cowardice that it
readily acquiesces to the demands of those who wish to
destroy our culture.
In all the areas we have explored in this issue
it is apparent that human intervention can influence,
and even alter, culture and identity. In racial matters,
drugs, religion and our media we have passed legislation
and/or instituted by decree regulations that shape
and often define our national culture. This has not
been the case with multiculturalism whose proponents
seem to speak with such stridency and force that
our government is reduced to little or no effective
response.

*

*

primarily because its use has been very specific (i.e.,
affirmative action, drug wars, broadcast media content,
government sponsored Islamic settlements) and have
avoided any mention of its cultural relevance. But
culture is an undeniably critical aspect of any society,
and America, and Americans, despite their powerful
center presence on the world stage, continue to harbor
within them a very strong and historical parochialism.
So, what is to be done to terminate our drift
to cultural denial and fragmentation? Why do we not
face this serious national threat to our traditions and
identity in a reasonably unified way? Are we too busy
making money, watching football or sitcoms, shopping
or less leisurely pursuits such as just trying to get
by and stay afloat in our economically and politically
troubled times?
The trouble with doing nothing, with being
“too busy”, to defend our culture is that without our
support it will decline; it will lose parts of itself to its
attackers; its ties with our historical traditions will
be severed.
We have seen how the cultures we create form
us in return. Just as surely, the acts that we take, or
don’t take, to protect our culture will have the power
to diminish us as well as it.
That may seem an uncomfortable conclusion,
but our superpower culture is in a vulnerable stage.
We, and it, are under attack for our wealth, our power,
and our failure to deliver democracy both at home and
abroad in real, rather than rhetorical, form.
Foreign and domestic policies live on the edge,
or within a few steps, of failure. Our government
seems unable to grasp this. Nor can they be rescued
by more troops and dollars. Somewhere between the
forces that propel policy and its targets room must be
made for integrity or else the policy will most likely
fail, in part or in full.
Identity is a key element in any culture and
especially so in twenty-first century America with
its total commitment to imagery, communications and
marketing technology. And yet we have an identity
problem that fractures our image of ourselves and to
others.
In Europe and elsewhere countries actually
have ministries devoted to their cultures. The function
of these ministries often centers around maintaining
an identity of cultural value by emphasizing past and/
or present accomplishment. We have no such thing.

*

It should be impossible to have as many troubled
areas within our culture as we have noted and not want
to correct them, and by “correct them” we mean opening
them to more truth, fairness, transparency and public
access than their present and recently past political
guardians have permitted.
We have used legislation with mixed results,

*

*

*

We know from experience that human purpose
and activity can intervene in cultures and can produce
results. The next step is to recognize a current
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circumstance, unique to our time, that has considerably
altered our relationship to our culture. Most evident
is that old devil, technology — not all technology,
but the kind that, commencing with the telegraph and
telephone in the latter half of the nineteenth century,
has freed our communications from moving along the
ground to moving through the air. And, as travel
has always been a basic way of communicating, it is
included. The result has been a one-two punch that no
culture has been able to avoid or withstand and goes
by a variety of names all of which combine under the
rubric of “instant communication”.
What does this mean for both the dominant and
the lesser cultures of our time?5 It means, first, that
changes in our ways of thought and life are assembled
and then conveyed to the central body of our culture
far more quickly than ever before.
This is dangerous because it reduces our time
for trial and error; for culling what is impractical,
foolish or perilous; and for making modifications likely
to achieve wide acceptance.
And there is a second negative consequence.
The main cultural mass which nourishes, identifies and
gives meaning to our ways of life has less time to absorb
and refine the changes with which it is now regularly
and rapidly bombarded.
Without our recognizing it, our way of creating
culture has been changed. And as it forms us, it will,
in turn, change us in ways for which we are unprepared.
We are undergoing a form of societal change just as
painful and difficult as any national loss of territory
or border change.
In this process some parts are used to subvert
our political and historical identities. This has been
possible because America, with its competing special
interests and groups, no longer comes together around
a clear national identity. “Being #1” is simply not an
identity.
Our defense against the multiple assaults upon
our culture must come from being willing to address
the cultural consequences of national issues and the
legislation they spawn. This, of course, is unheard
of in our government. What politician would risk
embroiling himself and his office in cultural argument
where emotion and the possibility of giving offense run
high? And what lobbyist or special interest cares for
such matters?
But there’s a curious thing about our American
culture.
There’s an unarticulated and untapped
reservoir of it in the American people, and one
courageous politician willing to take the chance to
reach for it might find that this culture, in which we
all share and which forms us, has the political ability
to make, as well as break.
We must be able politically to loosen the grip
upon us of those who condemn our culture and attack
it without fear of reprisal. We must be able to openly

debate something as misguided as militant Marxist
multiculturalism and to affirm our belief in tolerance
of apolitical multiple cultures.
And after debate, we must refer to voters
cultural issues, no matter how sensitive, so that they
may participate in and determine our country’s path
to the future. If we do not, if we allow others to
continue to usurp our prerogative, then our culture,
no longer created by us, will not function for us. It
will deteriorate and atrophy. All this will take place
over time. There will be no subtitles or labels to alert
us. Only the pain will remain.
Americans are not as focused on their identity
as they once were, and are not close to their culture.
Too bad; it’s the only one we have. Volunteers wanted.

*

*

*

CULTURAL RECAP
The central question of American culture is
“Do we care enough to discuss it and attempt to define
it for our and our children’s lives? Are we willing to
defend it by thought, word and deed?”
Like many of our other key issues, with culture
we are approaching a tipping point. Action and courage
are called for now because tomorrow may be too late.
We are the only society that has ever existed on
earth that has readily available to it the technology,
time and knowledge to identify the threats that we
ourselves have put in motion. We are able to reach
out our hand and stay the bullet aimed at our forehead
and the onrushing train in the tunnel. Biologically,
physically, climatically, culturally we have the ability
to respond, to change course. But will we?
1) There are active forces today, both purposeful
and natural, that threaten our national culture.
2) Cultures are masses in motion formed by multiple
individual actions.
3) They are subject to alteration or destruction by
human intervention.
4) Our government has practiced such intervention
in its dealing with a variety of past issues.
5) Today, it generally fails to recognize or discuss
any potentially negative cultural consequences
of any issue, as it believes to do so would be
inconsistent with our democracy.
6) Quite to the contrary, Americans have as much
right to determine their cultural destiny as their
political or military policies.
7) We have more to celebrate in our national culture
than we have to fear, and should not be unwilling
to say so through our democratic ideals and
process.
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when everything changed. A small group of computer
hackers was able to penetrate these large companies’
cyber security and shut down their websites. They
put their cyber technology to open use to attack the
private sector’s financial heart, and they posed an
almost unimaginable challenge to the whole concept
of entrenched and protected central authority in both
government and our financial sector. The cyber sword
has been unsheathed.
Not only has our image of central authority
been altered; it has also been disarmed. The cyber
“hacktivists” that struck the large financial
institutions are mostly a dispersed group of computer
“nerds” operating under the anonymity of the internet.
They are few in number and beyond any effective reach
of either the limited enforcement procedures that are
available or the generosity of the financial services
industry’s many lobbyists.
Forget the comments by members of Congress
and the State Dept.! This can be a game changer! Our
notion of central authority in the public and private
spheres has been recast in a way that can move on and
through other aspects and areas of our society

And, finally, back to the Near East. It is the
crossroads of the world, home to: centuries of
hostilities between the three desert religions; the
greatest known reserves of our petroleum age’s basic
fuel; the dividing line between East and West; extremes
of wealth and poverty as great as any on earth; and
politics of absolute authority whether monarchical
or dictatorial. These are the elements our Neocon
policy sought to assemble and transform by imposing
democracy and cultural change in a form of padded
imperialism that ignored regional politics as well as
global religions and economic differences.
There seems to be little chance of success in all
that was claimed for our policy. We have managed to
put ourselves in a rather tight box and it has Pandora’s
name written all over it.

WIKILEAKS
The working through of the Wikileaks process is
revealing at two very different levels. On the surface,
our national (and international) privacy has been
compromised and the hypocrisy that attends diplomacy
has been exposed with two equally intense but opposite
reactions.
For many Americans, who have chafed too long
under our government’s secrecies, restrictions and
lies, the candor of this moment is welcome relief from
what has gone before.
On the other side is a large group of concerned
citizens who view Wikileaks’ actions as an attack upon
our government with damaging effect upon our security,
diplomacy and foreign policy.
The prevalent feeling for the first faction
is liberation and curiosity whereas the other, and
probably more vocal, force is offended by Wikileaks
challenge to the government’s prestige and power upon
which much of its structure is based.
But there is another aspect to Wikileaks’ actions,
and it is a cultural one which bears noting, as below
the surface something far more significant is taking
place. In the recent and rapid growth of our electronic
communications technology some of its inherent power
was held back from open usage in favor of furthering
commercial development. Wikileaks brings this power
to attack others out into the open and has placed the
government on notice that its old ways are no longer
sacred and beyond reach of criticism.
In the immediate aftermath of the Wikileaks
documents’ release, some of our largest financial
service companies attempted to isolate Wikileaks by
denying their services to it. And this is the point
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Associated Press via Palm Beach Post, 11/20/10
cf. Matters of Conscience, Issue #8, August, 2005
Associated Press via Palm Beach Post, 9/16/10
The Buenos Aires National Wildlife Refuge of 118 thousand acres was
established in 1985 along our Arizona/Mexico border for protection
of endangered species and native vegetation. It has become home to
rape, murder and violence by illegal aliens, theft and destruction of
government property, smuggling routes for drugs and people and also
mass marijuana growing farms operating under armed guards and the
control of criminal interests. The Obama Administration’s response
has been to have the US Fish and Wildlife Service close key parts of the
area “due to human safety concerns”. Middle American News, 12/10
The author recognizes that there is a school of thought that claims
that all cultures are of equal value. That is a subjective theory that
seems to apply more to those that exist in relative isolation. Our use
of “dominant” and “lesser” admits to differences in location, size,
advancement, etc., not to “value”.
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Mr. Ault is retired from business, a graduate of Yale
University, and the author of A Retail Food Study (La Roche
& Co. NYC, NY 1957) which described the emergence and
growing dominance of the supermarket in American food
retailing

